The original test for the U-regular property is not quite correct. Generalizing the item method which is well known from U(k) theory a decidable criterion and a parsing algorithm are obtained. The method can be applied to U-regular and K-regular parsing too. It yields tests and inclusion theorems for the various classes of grammars considered.
INTR~OUCTION
Most of the linear time parsing strategies (e.g., LL(k) and U(k) type parsers) for context-free grammars operate by looking ahead on the input tape for a fixed number of symbols. The fixed length look-ahead strings partition the set of input strings into classes of strings which are equivalent with respect to parsing decisions. A moment's thought shows that these look-ahead classes are regular sets. This observation lends itself to a generalization introduced by Culik and Cohen [2] . The idea is to allow arbitr&y sets as look-ahead classes as long as they form a finite partition of the set of input strings. Culik and Cohen applied this idea to LR parsing and obtained the class of LR-regular grammars. Later, the idea was applied to strong LL parsing [7] and to LL parsing [8] . In all cases tests and parsing algorithms for these grammar classes together with various other properties were obtained. This paper had its origin in an example grammar where the criterion of Culik and Cohen fails. This example raises two questions. What is the class of grammars characterized by Culik and Cohen's criterion? How can we test for the LR-regular condition? Both questions will be answered in the sequel. The first problem will be solved by a simple trick. The answer to the second question will be obtained by generalizing the item method which is well known from M(k) theory. We shall make use of ideas of [4] and shall obtain tests and various other properties for the classes of LL-regular and LC-regular grammars as a by-product.
We establish our notation. "Grammar" always means context-free grammar. All grammars are supposed to be reduced, i.e., all nonterminals are reachable and produce terminal strings. The grammar G = (V, 2, P, S) is arbitrary but fixed. We shall make liberal use of the definitions, notations, and facts from [3] . Our conventions for the use of variables are shown in Table I , where ZZ denotes partitions of Z*. These conventions are an essential part of propositions, e.g., L(G) = {xl S %-x) 1 
To ease the burden of notation we usually omit outmost universal quantifiers, e.g., x=y>zx=zy means Vx Vy Vz: (x -y > zx z zy).
Notions concerning partitions are summarized now; n(w) is the equivalence class (block) containing w; n is a left congruence if (+) holds; n is regular if all z E n are regular; II' is a refinement of n if x z y mod n' implies x = y mod-n. Every finite regular partition has a finite regular left congruent refinement which can be found effectively.
We extend = to sets L', L" c Z* via L'rL"modl7#3xEL'3yEL":xsymodII.
We note L'~L"modn~3nEn:L'n71#0AL"n7C#0.
In general, = is not (!) an equivalence relation on sets. 
The condition on lengths for LRRC grammars is familiar from the BRC(m, k) conditions (see, e.g., [ 11) and will be seen to have a fairly natural explanation. Our example will show that the following proposition (see [ 2, Theorem 4.1.1) is not quite correct.
G is CC-LR(LJ)
iff G is LRRC(9, ZZ) for some finite, regular 9.
EXAMPLE 2.2. G has the following rules: S + ab, S -+ Abe, A + u. We define the partition l7 by and shall prove that G is not LR(If) but LRRC (9,n) for all partitions 9 of V*. G admits the following three rightmost derivations: Table II gives an exhaustive case analysis of pairs of different derivations which satisfy condition (2). Line (5) + (7) violates the CC-LR(l7) condition but satisfies the LRRC(9, II) condition independent of the choice of 9.
1
The test for the CC-LR(l7) condition given in [2] relies substantially on proposition (4) 
ProoJ
See 12, Theorem 4.11 and note that the length condition in the "<" direction causes no problems with our LR(II) definition. 1
THEOREM 2.5. Every CC-LR(II) grammar is LR(IJ). There is a partition II and a grammar which is LR(17) but not CC-LR(II). If II is a left congruence, then a grammar is LR (II) ~fl it is CC-LR (II).
Proof: See Example 2.2 for the second claim. The third claim is easily verified (see [ There is an alternative, less commonly used LR(k) condition which uses certain regular sets (see, e.g., [ 1, Excercise 5.2.101). We shall generalize this definition for later use and thereby obtain another justification of our LR(17) definition. The next theorem is a generalization of the alternative LR(k) condition and is easily verified (see [4] for the LR(k) case). Note that the LR(k) case defines Z7 by w-xmodlZ#k:w=k:y, wherek:w=uif(lul=kA+:w=uv)andk:w=wifJwJ<k. THEOREM 2.7. G is LR(ZZ) ifs it satisfies (10) and (11) and does not allow a derivation S a,' S.
The proof relies on the length condition in (9) . Since (10) and (11) arise naturally in connection with the usual shift-reduce parsing algorithm the length condition in (9) is not as strange as it may seem at first sight. The next theorem characterizes CC-LR(l7) grammars in terms of reduction contexts. It is easily verified if careful attention is paid to the position of the marker # and to the tricky equivalence condition in (11).
THEOREM 2.8. G is CC-LR(17) z#G is LR(ll) and satisfies (12).
pr#wERC(P)Ap#ryERC(P)Aw=ymodfl>r=/i. 1
If 17 is a left congruence, w =_ y implies rw = ry and then (12) is a consequence of (11).
ITEM GRAMMARS
In order to test for the conditions (lo)-(12) we introduce a generalized version of those items which are well known from LR(k) theory. Most of the proofs for generalized items are very similar to the corresponding proofs for items as presented in [4] so that proofs will be mostly omitted.
A (generalized) item is either the symbol [S] or is a quadruple written as [A + a . j3, n], where A 4 a/3 E P and z E n. We use [ 1, [ I',..., as variables for items. Recall that n(li) is the equivalence class which contains LI. 
B/?,n]EIA [B-+a6,n']EI}. m
The item grammar is right linear and can be computed effectively whenever ZZ is finite and regular because in this case L(& 71 n II' is a context-free language (see, e.g., [3, Theorem 6.4.11) whose emptiness problem is solvable. We need a technical lemma relating a grammar and its reduction contexts to its item grammar. 
g 3r E R/j 3t E 7rc 3w: pr +-act 7 copat = yut,
[S] 9y(C-*p4J,R] ~3tEn30:S~oCt~oput=yut, R R
[S]~~[C'y~,n]#3tEn:V/#tERC(C-,y).
I (16)

Proof
We illustrate the effect of equivalence classes by proving ">" of (15) and refer the reader to [4] 
SERc. I
The item lemma applies immediately to (lO-(12) of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 if ZZ is a left congruence. Otherwise, a little trick is needed. Let 17' be a refinement of II, which can be found effectively for finite, regular 17. Each equivalence class of n is the union of some equivalence classes of IZ'. Moreover, for x1, 7~" E n' which reduces to if IZ = ZZ'. In the sequel, n' is to be a left congruent refinement of l7, and the item grammar is taken with respect to l7' (not n). Equipped with the generalized item grammar we can proceed along the lines of [4] and define the LR(l7) automaton as the canonical deterministic automaton belonging to the item grammar for the left congruent refinement LZ' of Lf. This automaton is the "canonical collection of sets of items" together with the "GOT0-function" in the terminology of [ 1, 3] . Consistency of the LR(I7) automaton is defined in the usual way, keeping in mind (17) and (18). Thus, the LR(l7) automaton is consistent iff the grammar is LR(lI). Moreover, the LR(l7) automaton can be used in a generalized LR parsing algorithm which operates in linear time. The details of the theory are a straightforward excercise which has been worked out in [5] .
LL(ZI) AND LC(Z7) GRAMMARS
In this section we report some results which can be obtained for LL(l7) and LC(I7) grammars with the help of the LR(IZ) automaton which was informally introduced in the last section. The proofs are straightforward (see [5] ) generalizations of the proofs of analogous theorems of [4] and will be omitted.
Concerning LL-regular grammars, the obvious definition is [8] DEFINITION 4.1. G is an LL(ZI) grammar if it satisfies the following condition:
The next theorem gives rise to a decision procedure if ZZ is a finite, regular left congruence. Unfortunately, the trick using left congruent refinements, working so well for LR(Z7) grammars, fails for LL(lI) grammars so that a special test is needed. One may either turn to [8] or use the "local follow sets" known from LL(k) theory. The following relation 3 formalizes this idea. Let LP be a left congruent refinement of ZZ. ForallA,BENandA,,A,EZ7'detine 
